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INTRODUCTION

On April 161" at 17:32h Cernavoda Unit #1 achieved criticality.
This event marked the culmination of roughly 17 years of effort and
one of the most troubled histories experienced by any nuclear
construction project worldwide. It was also a major milestone in
the program begun by AAC (AECL-ANSALDO CONSORTIUM) in 1991 and due
to end in June 1997 with the handover to RENEL (The Romanian
National Electric Utility) of a fully operational CANDU 600 Power
Plant.

This paper briefly outlines the history of the project, the
organisational structure in place and the funding schemes used to
ensure its completion.

Most attention is given to the present status of the project and
those areas and/or issues which have been or continue to be
significant problem areas. The future program for the achievement
of 100% power and handover of the station to RENEL is outlined and
potential future problem areas are discussed.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORICAL SUMMARY

Romanian studies with respect to nuclear power began in the early
1970's and from a Canadian perspective culminated in the signing of
a Bilateral Safeguards Agreement between Canada and Romania in
1977. An agreement with AECL for Engineering and Procurement
Services was signed with ANSALDO and G.E. in 1981 and a licensing
agreement was made with AECL in 1981. Thereafter followed a very-
difficult and protracted construction phase marked by poor quality
work, poor performance and poor project management. The laborious
pace of construction work ceased completely in 1989 (Dec.) with the
Romanian Revolution.

After a hiatus and considerable uncertainty the project started to
move forward again with the founding of the Romanian Electricity
Authority (RENEL) in 1990 (Nov.) and in the same month AECL and
ANSALDO formed a joint venture to manage the project. The AAC
project management contract was signed with RENEL in Aug. 1991
although the contract did not become fully effective until Aug.
1992. This marked the beginning of the "modern era" for Cernavoda
Unit #1.



FUNDING

Beginning in late 1991 the funding for Cernavoda was obtained from
three sources, namely Italian Funding in the amount of 175.5 B Lire
(through the Instituto Centrale per il Credito Medio Termine),
Canadian Funding in the amount of 315.0 M $ (through the Export
Development Corporation) and direct Romanian Funding estimated at
the time at 95 B Lei. (580 M 1992 CDN $ equivalent)

By the end of 1995 this funding was supplemented by additional
funding was arranged as shown in Appendix 1.

ORGANISATION

The staffing level of the project organisation from January '92 to
January '96 is shown in Appendices 2A/2B. At the peak of the
construction and commissioning phase there were approximately 240
Canadians, 140 Italians and 1920 Romanians employed by the project.
This peak was achieved in mid 1993 for Ex-Pats and mid 1994 for
Romanian staff. Currently the bulk of Ex-Patriates employed are
attached to the Unit #1 organisation in a Commissioning/Technical
role or in a direct Operations role. A simplified schematic of the
Unit #1 organisation is shown in Appendix 3 together with the
current numbers of Ex-Pat and Romanian staff.

It is important to stress that Cernavoda is unique among
international CANDU projects in that AAC is responsible in a direct
sense for the commissioning and operation of Unit #1 including the
period of full power operation up to June 1997.

This direct responsibility as opposed to an advisory responsibility
has posed significant challenges to AAC, not the least of which has
been the need for staff authorization by the Romanian Regulatory
Agency (CNCAN). In particular the need to recruit, train, authorise
and maintain qualified Shift Supervisors and Control Room Operators
has proven to be a difficult task in part due to CNCAN1s insistence
on only considering authorization of personnel who have previously
been authorised in Canada. A summary of this is shown in Appendix 4
and further discussed later in this paper.

PRESENT STATUS

CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

On Sept. 1991 the date of take over of the project by AAC, the
construction progress was estimated at 46%. The general progress of
construction work was impeded by a large amount of rework which had
to be undertaken in many areas mainly in piping but also in civil
finishing. In addition a decision had to be taken early in 1993 to



change the supplier of the stand-by diesel generators which
required a complete civil mechanical and electrical rework of that
area.

COMMISSIONING PROGRAM

A brief historical perspective of commissioning progress is shown
in Appendix 5. Essentially at this point all systems have been
commissioned to the extent possible during Phase A. All NSP systems
have been fully commissioned including the special safety systems
to the maximum extent possible. Secondary systems such as the
condensate and feedwater systems have been test run at nominal
operating conditions and are ready to support power increase. The
turbine is running on turning gear with all support systems in
service or available. Common support systems are commissioned to
the extent necessary to support Phase C although a significant
amount of remedial work is in progress on the CCW system and
initial commissioning work is being expedited on the turbine
building ventilation system as well as on the general heating
system.

The fuel handling system is ready to support on power fuelling and
an on-reactor fuel change demonstration has already been carried
out on two channels.

A total Loss of Class IV test has been carried out successfully
showing the starting and load sequencing capabilities of the 4 x
4,4 MW diesels.

Two Reactor Building leak tests have been carried out at CNCAN
insistence. The last one done in September 1995 giving an excellent
result of 0.29%. (as compared to the analyzed leak rate target of
0.5% of containment volume per day).

A computerised physical security system has been installed,
commissioned and is in daily use. This system using magnetic access
control cards also incorporates computer controlled access to
various "vital" areas such as the main control room, the secondary
control area, the spent fuel bay and new fuel storage.

A solid waste management facility has been constructed and is ready
to accept compacted solid waste as well as filters and ion exchange
resin.

The Phase B reactor physics tests and measurements are expected to
proceed with no significant surprises whereupon the Phase C
integrated testing and power run up can proceed.

As stated elsewhere a considerable amount of rework, rehabilitation
and replacement of equipment and components has been done during
the commissioning program. Over 350 Design Changes have been



implemented of which approximately 50 have been classed as "major".
In particular, significant upgrading and/or changes have been
required on the common service systems including the circulating
water (CCW), raw service water (RSW), recirculating water (RCW),
chilled water (CWS), Class III diesels and instrument air systems.
In addition to ensure the required availability of RSW cooling
water to safety related equipment (in particular cooling for the
Class III diesels and the chilled water units) in the event of a
loss of Class IV power it was found necessary to design and install
a subsidiary RSW Back Up Cooling system. This system consisting of
four 50% pumps (powered from Class III) and two 100% filtering
units coming late in the program represented a major commissioning
challenge due to the logic complexities associated with its
automatic response function. The decision to change over from two
100% Romanian manufactured Class III diesels to four 50% diesels
sets (manufactured by GEC Alsthom International) in mid 1993 also
caused considerable commissioning rework and delay to the
finalisation of the electrical systems.

From the beginning of the commissioning program a great deal of
emphasis was placed on system chemistry and system cleanliness.
Given the history of the Unit, system cleanliness was identified as
a potential problem and was so proven. A program of system
inspections via visual and/or non destructive means was initiated
and as necessary intensive techniques used for inspection and
removal of foreign material. This program can be considered as
successful although not without the expenditure of much effort. All
systems which normally contain treated water were hydrostatically
tested with treated demineralised water and subsequently wet
stored. This was complicated due to the many partial system
hydrostatic tests which were carried out. During hot conditioning
and hot performance commissioning, primary side chemistry results
were excellent.

An additional challenge during commissioning and early operation
period has been the problems posed by those "service" systems which
have been in-service for a considerable period of time prior to AAC
assuming control. Three systems in particular, the water treatment
plant, the auxiliary steam plant and the fire water system had been
running for many years. The overall maintenance history of these
systems had been less than ideal as a result of which the overall
reliability of all three was very low. A considerable
commissioning, maintenance and operational effort has been expended
in improving the overall reliability of these important service
systems including some redesign and partial refurbishment. Although
the situation is much improved the overall reliability is still
less than desired and the level of required maintenance effort is
much greater than is desirable, as a result additional steps will
need to be taken to achieve adequate reliability and performance
from these systems.



The extended nature of the commissioning process has been due to a
number of factors which are covered in more detail below, not the
least of which was the simple fact that commissioning could not
proceed until construction was complete! Although the first
"system" turnovers from construction occurred in mid 1993 the final
turnover which was required as a prerequisites to criticality did
not occur until March 1996.

The intent has been and remains, to carry out commissioning to the
same degree, quality and completeness as would be the case in a
Canadian reactor. Up to this point this intent has been met.

LICENSING / REGULATORY PROCESS AND STATUS

The granting of the license to go critical on April 10fc by CNCAN
marked the culmination of a long, complex and often frustrating
process of licensing the first CANDU plant in an ex-communist east
block country and would merit a paper in its own right to fully do
justice to the complexities of the process. The various licensing
milestones including the miscellany of regulatory agencies which
were involved are summarised briefly in Appendix 6. The major
problems encountered are covered briefly in more detail later.

STAFFING

EX-PATRIATE STAFF

Adequate numbers of Ex-pat staff have been maintained throughout
the project although the mobilisation curves shown in Appendix 2 do
not reflect the difficulties of recruitment and achieving
continuity of key staff positions. The current make up of Ex-Pat
staff and their parent organisations is shown in Appendix 7.

ROMANIAN STAFF

Surprisingly even though RENEL has in excess of 100,000 employees,
recruitment of adequate numbers and more particularly adequate
quality of Romanian staff has been and continues to be difficult.
As mentioned previously and shown in Appendix 3 the mature Unit #1
organisation is predicted to be in excess of 1000 (excluding Ex-pat
staff). Although this number would appear excessive for a single
unit plant it is a result of several factors peculiar to the
Cernavoda situation. These include various design features such as
separate / segregated control areas, lack of annunciation in some
common service systems, service systems sized for 5 units, Romanian
legal requirements, overspecialization and poor productivity to
name a few.

Quality of staff is also an ongoing concern despite the large
training effort that has been expended. Starting in 1992 over 100
operations, technical and maintenance staff have been trained at



Point Lepreau for periods ranging from a few months up to 18 months
for a total of 1112 manmonths of training. The main core of senior
operators and shift supervisors spent 18 months and received not
only class room training but also on-the-job training complemented
by full scale simulator training. Overall this training was aimed
at transmitting the safety culture required for safe operation.
This coupled with a large amount of subsidiary training at
Cernavoda as well as on the job training (see Appendix 8) has
resulted in a core of very capable, highly trained staff at the
senior levels and in particular in the areas of future shift
supervisors and control room operators. Despite this capability
there is however insufficient depth at intermediate and lower
levels to give a feeling of security with respect to the future.

Overall technical training appears to be less of a challenge than
the development of proper approach, attitude and skills in
supervision and management of human resources including such areas
as team work, planning, problem solving, ownership and safety
culture.

One very positive feature with respect to the training of future
staff has been the early decision to build a large new training
centre adjacent to Unit #1 with a full scope plant simulator. This
simulator supplied by CAE Industries of Montreal has been
operational for about 1 year and is actually being used for the
specific system training of both Romanian and Ex-Pat authorized
staff.

MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS

Clearly the Cernavoda project has been a uniquely difficult project
for many reasons. Foremost among these is the obvious fact that we
have been commissioning a "new" plant where some of the installed
equipment is more than 10 years old. Secondly we inherited a work
force with a poor record of productivity and little regard for
quality. Prior to 1989 the dictum "the state pretended to pay them
and they pretended to work" was clearly a truism. The major problem
areas and the ways in which they have been overcome or ameliorated
are covered below:

EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY

Significant problems have been experienced during the process of
commissioning with equipment reliability. This has been mainly (but
not solely) with Romanian supplied equipment. Of particular note
was the need to replace the Romanian supplied diesel generator sets
with imported equipment. Breaker reliability has also caused
significant problems and delays. Most frustration has been due to
problems with " secondary" equipment such as sump pumps, level
switches, controllers, small motors, relays etc. As mentioned
problems were not only with Romanian equipment, as significant



rework and delays were experienced due to problems with Canadian
and Italian supplied valves, in particular heat transport liquid
relief valves, Shutdown System #2 quick acting valves and feedwater
and condensate system valves.

A painstaking and thorough commissioning program has managed to
remove or reduce the effects of these equipment reliability issues.
This has been done in many cases by change out of the particular
equipment. Where this has not been possible or practical major
upgrade programs were initiated often in conjunction with the
manufacturers to achieve improved equipment reliability. As of this
date the situation has been enormously improved and overall
reliability although not ideal is acceptable.

CONSTRUCTION RELATED DEFICIENCIES

AAC inherited many construction related problems which were largely
corrected through massive programs of piping / weld inspection and
repair as well as civil inspection and repair. A major quality
surveillance effort was initiated and maintained throughout the
construction program to counteract the poor quality culture of many
Romanian construction workers. The thorough commissioning check out
program and commissioning completion assurance process has ensured
that these construction related deficiencies have been corrected
prior to placing the system "in-service".

DESIGN RELATED PROBLEMS

No major insurmountable design related problems have arisen
although several instances of less than optimum design has caused
commissioning difficulty. Philosophical and/or cultural differences
in design philosophy have caused some difficulty in the way some
systems are interfaced with the main control room and the main
computer control and annunciation system. In particular Romanian
designs tend to favour stand alone control rooms and local
annunciation as a result of which Main Control Room annunciation
and indications are often inadequate resulting in increased need
for field operators especially when starting equipment.

Inappropriate choice of valve type and/or trim has caused problems
in the commissioning of the feedwater and condensate systems as
well as significant difficulties in the Raw Service Water system. A
change of compressor type from that used at other CANDU 600' s
resulted in the need for redesign of the cover gas system and
replacement of the direct contact cooler with an air cooled heat
exchanger. All of these issues (only a few are mentioned here for
brevity) have been adequately resolved either by redesign,
equipment changeout or adaptation of operating procedures and are
fully covered in the commissioning report for each system.



MATERIAL SUPPLY

One of the most frustrating aspects of commissioning and operating
a plant within Romania has been the difficulties with material
supply and procurement. Due to a combination of factors the delays
in procuring even standard items have been unacceptably long. Many
factors contribute to this problem not the least of which has been
very rigid Romanian bureaucracy which inhibits managers from making
decisions lest they be held accountable many years later. In
addition a RENEL committee is charged with overseeing all Romanian
Work (Purchase) Orders to ensure that the cheapest price is
obtained and if necessary renegotiating directly with the supplier
to obtain a better price. Even after the order has been placed
sizeable delays often occur due to hard currency funding
difficulties.

These material supply difficulties have not been limited to major
items. The general lack of a free market economy in Romania often
causes difficulties in obtaining even "trivial" items such as
string, paper, tags, screws, paint etc. (in other words there is
not the equivalent of a "Canadian Tire" store on every corner).

This general inability or difficulty in obtaining parts and/or
material has created an amazing ability on the part of the Romanian
tradesman to improvise or make parts which would be commonly
available in Canada. This has both positive and negative
connotations insofar as improvisation may clearly be unacceptable
in some situations.

STAFF/MANPOWER DEFICIENCIES

Although largely overcome one of the must significant challenges in
setting up a mature operating organisation has been the
recruitment, selection and training of Romanian staff. As mentioned
previously although RENEL has a very large manpower base (>100,000
personnel) attracting appropriate personnel to Cernavoda has not
been easy. This in part is due to the (perceived) unattractiveness
of Cernavoda as a place to live compared with other larger centres
in Romania. A "social" construction program aimed at improving the
living conditions in Cernavoda has been only marginally successful.

In general at this point in time the technical capability of the
Romanian operating, maintenance and technical staff is excellent
due to the extensive and prolonged training programs which have
been conducted.

The major area of concern relates to how well they have assimilated
an overall safety culture approach and their approach to planning,
problem solving and other management and supervisory skills.



REGULATORY PROBLEMS/ISSUES

Although we have been ultimately successful in obtaining a
criticality license the route through the regulatory minefield has
not been on easy one. The Romanian equivalent of the AECB, CNCAN is
a relatively small organisation trying to handle the enormous task
of licensing and overseeing a major nuclear program (which includes
uranium mining, fuel fabrication and heavy water production in
addition to the nuclear power plant at Cernavoda). With respect to
the nuclear power plant CNCAN staff lacks practical experience of
commissioning and/or day to day operation. An AECB advisor is
resident at site and is a major assistance in resolving many
issues. Added to this lack of practical experience is the fact that
Romanian licensing regulations governing power reactors were
written in 1975 and closely resemble the U.S. NRC 10 CPR 50.
Obviously adhering to such regulations within the context of
Canadian licensing practice is far from simple if not impossible.
The regulator has required a U.S. style Safety Report (13 volumes)
and although agreement has been reached to use the Canadian
approach of Operating Policies and Principles this has been done
under the proviso that it will be eventually complemented or
replaced by U.S. style Technical Specifications.

All of this has resulted in a considerable expenditure of manpower
to produce documentation which is acceptable to CNCAN not to
mention the time spent in meetings and discussion.

FUTURE PROGRAM

The future program for Phase B and Phase C commissioning is shown
in Appendix 9. Essentially the unit is expected to reach 100% power
(assuming no licensing delays or restrictions) for the first time
by the beginning of September 1996.

At this point a 100% Load Rejection test and a Loss of Class IV
test will be conducted as well as a demonstration on power
refuelling before the unit is taken off line for a maintenance
outage.

CNCAN approvals must be obtained at various power levels starting
from 5% F.P and although no particular problems are foreseen with
this process there is adequate potential for delay due to imposed
regulatory requirements.

In parallel with the approach to full power two important programs
are ongoing.

The first is the "gap" training or familiarisation of additional
Ex-Pat staff (3 shift supervisors and 4 control room operators) as
a prerequisite to the CNCAN authorization process so that they will



be in a position to replace or substitute for Ex-Pat staff who will
be demobilised at the end of their contract.

These additional authorised staff will give sufficient flexibility
and coverage to ensure adequate staff are always present on shift.
In addition the first wave of Romanian authorised shift supervisors
and control room operators will undertake a separate more intensive
program after which they will be required to pass CNCAN written and
practical {simulator based) examinations. This will be followed by
a Co-piloting phase and a gradual phased take over of shift
authorised positions leading up to June 1997.

After the achievement of full power and the beginning of
"commercial operation" AAC will continue to have the total
responsibility for operation of the plant. However a phased
transfer of responsibilities to the Romanian staff is planned with
Ex-Pat staff taking up an advisory as opposed to a front line role.
At the end of this phase all necessary processes should be in place
to ensure the safe and reliable operation of Cernavoda Unit #1.

FUTUKE PROBLEM AREAS

As discussed previously many of the general problem areas which
affected the overall schedule and progression of the commissioning
work have been resolved, if not totally at least to the point where
they represent no more or less of a challenge than similar issues
challenging nuclear power plants and utilities worldwide. However a
number of issues are foreseen to be potential long term problem
areas where definitive solutions will not be easy:

RELIABILITY OF INSTALLED EQUIPMENT

Despite a major program of maintenance, repair and replacement a
significant amount of unreliable Romanian supplied equipment will
continue to exist in the plant.

Given the attention which has been focused on the special safety
systems and safety support systems and given the fact that these
systems have mainly imported equipment in the first place there is
good assurance that the safe operation of the plant will not be
compromised by such unreliable components / equipment. (As noted
previously, the types of equipment with which we have had most
difficulty are electrical breakers, valves (all types), level and
limit switches, small pumps and motors (especially sump pumps),
relays and controllers). However from a production reliability
point of view significant challenges still exist.

LONG TERM STAFFING

Although the current staffing situation is adequate there is
insufficient depth in the organisation to give a great degree of
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confidence for the future. As such the long term outlook remains
uncertain. Three points can be stressed.

•$ As in any nuclear plant the time required to fully train senior
staff is significant. Even with the right aptitudes and attitudes
and a fast track program a minimum of 5 years would be required to
train personnel for key positions.

§ It is still very difficult if not impossible to attract people to
Cernavoda given the lack of social and cultural facilities.

$£ As free market reforms accelerate there will be increasing
competion from the private sector. State industry salaries are
totally uncompetitive with private companies and factors of 200-
300% increases are not uncommon when people leave to join private
companies. This process has already started with several people
leaving to join private enterprise or to go abroad.

MATERIAL SUPPLY

Chronic material supply problems are not likely to be alleviated
any time soon due to the fact that the root causes of most of these
problems can only be solved at the national (state) level by
changes to legislation and/or more importantly by fundamental
changes to peoples attitudes so that getting the job done is
perceived as more important than protecting personal interests.
Until this happens, overly bureaucratic purchasing procedures, lack
of a competitive private sector, and lack of "ownership" of the
parties involved will continue to lead to difficulties in this
area.

FUTURE PROGRAM - UNIT #2

Finally the situation with respect to Unit #2. Overall construction
progress is in the region of 25% with much major equipment such as
calandria, steam generators, pressuriser, heat transport pumps,
already in place or in storage. Romanian and RENEL interest remains
very high in reinitiating work on Unit #2 and in this respect a
recent letter of intent has been signed setting the framework for a
workable arrangement with AAC which would as a first step attempt
to organise a viable project financing scheme prior to the end of
1996.

CONCLUSION

Despite many obstacles and the political, social and economic
difficulties inherent in the Romanian environment the Cernavoda
project under the management of AAC has progressed well. Cernavoda
Unit #1 can now be shown with pride to outside agencies and nuclear
specialists which is a major turnaround from the situation which
existed when AAC took control in 1992.
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With continuing co-operation from RENEL and more importantly with
the new pride of ownership which has been fostered in Cernavoda
Unit #1 staff the targets for grid connection, 100% full power and
commercial operation can be met and Cernavoda Unit #1 can be a
showcase plant for Romania similar to other CANDU 600's in other
countries.
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APPENDIX 1

CERNAVODA FUNDING SCHEME

INITIAL FUNDING (1992 - 1995 inc)

CANADIAN 315 M CAN $
(through Export Development Corp)

ITALIAN 175,5 B LIRE
(through Medio Credito)

ROMANIAN 95 B LEI

ADDITIONAL FUNDING (1996 - JUNE 1997)

CANADIAN 34 M CAN $

ITALIAN 20 B LIRE
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APPENDIX 2 B
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APPENDIX 3

CERNAVODA UNIT#1 OPERATING ORGANISATION

STATION

MANAGER

QUALITY

ASSURANCE

7 ROM.

PRODUCTION PLANNING

19 ROM.
5 EXPATS

HEALTH

PHYSICS

90 ROM.
2 EXPATS

PUBLIC

AFFAIRS

I ROM.

TRAINING
COMMISSIONING

TECHNICAL

44 ROM.
2 EXPATS

'ERATIONS MAINTENANCE FUEL HANDLING CHEMISTRY

COMMISSIONING

/TECHNICAL

ItC

COMMISSIONING

/TECHNICAL

MECHANICAL

SAFETY AND

COMPLIANCE

33 ROM.
2 EXPATS

FUTURE •

ADMINISTRATION
MATERIAL SUPPLY

SECURITY
TRANSPORT
FINANCE

ACCOUNTING

COMMISSIONING

/TECHNICAL

ELECTRICAL

COMMISSIONING

/TECHNICAL

THERMAL CYCLE

230 ROM.

TECHNICAL

SERVICES

0
1
ROM.
EXPATS

340
23

ROM.
EXPATS

32
2
ROM.
EXPATS

35
2

ROM.
EXPATS

41
5

ROM.
EXPATS

56
10

ROM.
EXPATS

32
7
ROM.
EXPATS

33
9

ROM.
EXPATS

41
4

ROM.
EXPATS

« THE5E FUNCTIONS CURRENTLY PROVIDED
BY THE PROJECT ORGANISATION

TOTALS:

ROMANIAN: 1216



APPENDIX 4

AUTHORISED STAFF RECRUITMENT

EX-PATRIATE

SHIFT SUPERVISORS

CONTROL ROOM
OPERATORS

ROMANIAN

SHIFT SUPERVISORS

CONTROL ROOM
OPERATORS

NUMBER CURRENTLY
AUTHORISED

6

7

0

0

NUMBER CURRENTLY IN
AUTHORISATION
PROGRAM

3

4

7

5 FOR 1996
5 FOR 1997
5 FOR 1998

NUMBER WHO HAVE LEFT
PROGRAM DUE TO
TRANSFERS OR
TERMINATIONS

5

6

4

4

OTHER STAFF CURRENTLY AUTHORISED BY CNCAN

STATION MANAGER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
OPERATIONS SUPERINTENDENT
SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE MANAGER
HEALTH PHYSICS MANAGER



APPENDIX 5.

COMMISSIONING PROGRESS TO DATE

JAN I FEBI HAftl AMI HAVI JCTII JtIL I AMil HEP I OCT I NOVI PEC! JAN I PEBI HAH I APR) MAVI JUHTJM. I AUfil BBP I OCT I KOVI DE

• START TRAINING OF ROMANIAN STAFF IN CANADA
• QA MANUAL APPROVED I

• R/B STRUCTURAL TEST COMPLETED I
• CONDENSER HYDROTESTED I

• 110 KV STATION ENERGIZED H
• PMT CONTRACT EFFECTIVE

• DIGITAL CONTROL COMPUTERS INSTALLED!
• CALANDRIA PRESSURE TEST PERFORMED !

• T/B WELD REPAIR PROGRAM COMPLETED 1
• PRE-OSART MISSION

TURBINE HIGH PRESSURE STAGES CLOSED! •
INAUGURAL INSPECTION on EQUIPMENT COMPLETED t •

l'«t ENERGIZATION of ODD ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS •
CONSTRUCTION LICENSE ISSUED! 4

MAIN STEAM LINES PRESSURE TESTED t •
DIGITAL CONTROL COMPUTERS COMMISSIONED I •

PHTS GROSS LEAK TEST •
INSTRUMENT AIR AVAILABLE •

l'«t R/B LEAK RATE TEST COMPLETED D •
CONDENSATE EXTRACTION SYSTEM FLUSHED

JAN1 M l MARI APttl MAY1 JTOil JOT. I ACGI 8BPI OCT I NOVI DBC | JAW I FEBI MAHI AHtl BBTI JUNI JPL I AOOI 8gp I PC* I NOVI PEC

• l'«t RUN RECmCULATED WATER PUMPS
• l'lt RUN RAW SERVICE WATER PUMPS

4 FEED WATER SYSTEM FLUSHED t
• l'«t RUN CHILLER UNITS

• PHTS HOT CONDITIONING COMPLETED !
• l'«t DIESEL GENERATOR SYNCHRONIZED !
• 400 KV STATION ENERGIZED !

• FINAL ARRIVAL OF HEAVY WATER
• START FOXING MODERATOR with DSO
• ARRIVAL of NUCLEAR FUEL at SITE

• TURBINE ON TURNING GEAR!
• GENERATOR TURNED OVER 1

• COMMISSIONING LICENSE ISSUED t
• MANUAL FUEL LOAD

• TURBINE VACUUM TEST COMPLETED
• PHTS FLUSH A FILL W/DJO COMPLETED

ON REACTOR FUELLING DEMONSTRATION •
PHTS HOT PERFORMANCE COMPLETED 1 •

PHTS HEAT TRANSPORT TESTS COMPLETED 1 •
LOSS OF CLASS 3 TEST COMPLETED 1 •

R/B LEAK RATE TEST COMPLETED I •
FAST TRANSFER LOGIC TESTS COMPLETED t •

LOSS OF CLASS IV COMPLETED I •
FAST TRANSFER LOAD TESTS COMPLETED t •

RADIATION ISLAND IMPLEMENTATION •
CNCAN ISSUE CRmCAUTY LICENSE *

PHYSICAL COMPLETION OF STATION SYSTEMS!
VERIFICATION OF SYSTEM STATUS A DOCUMENTATION <»

CRITIC ALTTYm •
AUTO REACTOR REGULATING SYSTEM CONTROL •

REACTIVITY DEVICE CALIBRATION •
LOW POWER SETBACK [•

LOW POWER STEPBACKl*
SDS *1 TRIP TEOT •
SDS*2TRD?TEST •

HEATWP «
START TEMP.COEFF.MEASUREMENT 4
END OF PHASE B LOW POWER TESTS!

l̂̂ ^**^



Appendix 6

LICENSING MILESTONES

CONSTRUCTION LICENCE FOR UNIT I

PERMIT TO ACQUIRE AND STORE RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

CNCAN PERMIT TO ACQUIRE AND STORE ROMANIAN DtO

CNCAN COMMISSIONING QA LICENCE

CNCAN PERMIT TO ACQUIRE AND STORE CANADIAN D,0

CNCAN PERMIT TO ACQUIRE AND STORE FUEL

CNCAN PERMIT TO LOAD D,O IN THE MODERATOR SYSTEM

CNCAN COMMISSIONING LICENCE

CNCAN PERMIT TO ENTER GUARANTEED SHUTDOWN STATE

CNCAN PERMIT TO LOAD FUEL

CNCAN OPERATION QA LICENCE

CNCAN PERMIT TO LOAD D,0 IN THE PHTS

APELE ROMANE PERMIT FOR ROUTINE STATION OPERATION

SANITARY PERMIT (CHEMICAL) FOR ROUTINE STATION OPERATION

SANITARY PERMIT (RADIOLOGICAL) FOR ROUTINE STATION OPERATION

ENVIRONMENT MINISTRY APPROVAL FOR ROUTINE STATION OPERATION

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY PERMIT

CNCAN PERMIT FOR FIRST CRITICAUTY

(AUQ.I9. 1993)

(JUN. 10/92, MAY 1/93, JAN.28/94)

(Auo.15/94, AUQ.22/94, OCT.'28/94)

(Jm.27/94)

(Nov.30/94)

(DEC.6/94)

(FtB.3/95)
(Fa.lO.'95)

(MAY 16/95)

(MAY 17/95)

(MAY 29/95)

(JUN.21/95)

(JUN. 29/95)

(FEB.19/96)

(FO.26/96)

(FBB.26/96)

(MAR.8/96)

(MAR.8/96)

/ \



APPENDIX 7

E STAFF MAKE-UP

ONTARIO HYDRO

HYDRO QUEBEC

N.B. POWER

AECL

OTHER CANADIAN*

ANSALDO

TOTAL

PEAK

70

12

22

57

97

142

376

PRESENT

18

10

14

9

28

43

122

OTHER CANADIAN ORGANISATIONS REPRESENTED AT CERNAVODA INCLUDE NCM, CCSL, NBE AND
INTERTECH. BECAUSE PEAKS FOR INDIVIDUAL ORGANISATIONS OCCURRED AT DIFFERENT TIMES THE
TOTAL PEAK IS NOT THE SUM OF THE INDIVIDUAL PEAKS.



APPENDIX 8
SUMMARY OF TRAINING OF ROMANIAN STAFF

OPERATIONS

Training in Canada

Systems Training

Field Checkouts

Fuel Load Training

Authorization Training

Science Fundamentals

Nuclear Technology

Supervisory Training

MAINTENANCE

Training in Canada

Supervisory Training

Safety Culture

TECHNICAL UNIT

Training in Canada

FUEL HANDLING

Training in Canada

F/H Systems Training

F/H Field Checkouts

CHEMISTRY UNIT

Lab Skills Training

Radiation Protection Training



APPENDIX 9.

FUTURE PLANNED COMMISSIONING WORK

NOV I

|

• AUTO REACTOR REGULATING SYSTEM CONTROL
• REACTIVITY DEVICE CALIBRATION

• LOW POWER SETBACK
• LOW POWER STEPBACK

• SDS #1 TRIP TEST
• SDS # 2 TRIP TEST
• HEAT UP
• START TEMP.COEFF .MEASUREMENT

• END OF PHASE B LOW POWER TESTS 1
• SLOW ELECTRICAL TRANSFER LOAD TEST
• START OF PHASE "C" POWER TESTS
• CALIBRATION OF NEUTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

• START PREPARATION OF TURBO-GENERATOR FOR RUN-UP
• FIRST STEAM TO TURBINE

• FIRST SYNCHRONIZATION
• CALIBRATION OF NEUTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

• POWER CYCLING 25%-10%-25%
• CALIBRATION OF NECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS

• REACTOR STEPBACK
• START OF PERFOR.CHECK OF ON-LINE FLUX MAPPING

• LOAD REJECTION
• POWER CYCLING 75%-10%-75%

• POWER CYCLING 90%-10%-90%
• INITIAL FULL POWER OPERATION

• END OF THERMAL CALIBR.OF NEUTRON INSTR.
• UNTT1 at 100% POWER
• POWER CYCLING 100%-60%-100%

• LOAD REJECTION
• CHANNEL REFUELLING
• SDS # 1 TRIP TEST
• LOSS OF CLASS IV TEST
• START OF MAINTENANCE OUTAGE

• END OF MAINTENANCE OUTAGE
• RETURN TO 100% FJP.
• COMMERCIAL OPERATION
• END OF PHASE "C" POWER TESTS

APR I MAY I JON I JUL I AUG



Q.L TITUS
President and Chief Executive Officer

New Brunswick Power Corporation

BORN: August 29, 1937

NATIONALITY: Canadian

EDUCATION: B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering, 1961
University of New Brunswick
Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada

PRESENT POSITION:

President and Chief Executive Officer
New Brunswick Power Corporation
Fredericton, New Brunswick

Responsible for ensuring that the current and future operation of the electric
power utility provides an adequate level of service to all New Brunswick Power
customers and adjacent power utilities.

GENERAL EXPERIENCE:

Since 1961, Mr. Titus has been engaged in planning and operating activities with
NB Power where he gained a broad understanding of operating a medium-sized
hydro-thermal-nuclear utility with strong interconnections to several Canadian
and U.S. utilities. He became President and CEO in December, 1990.

Mr. Titus is currently a member of the World Association of Nuclear Operators
(WANO) Governing Board from the Atlanta Center, Past Chairman of the Energy
Council of Canada, and a member of the Board of the Canadian Electricity
Association.


